In this work we give an explicit construction for the vertex operators of massless states in the pure spinor superstring in a plane wave background. The construction is based on the observation that the full action can be divided in two parts, where the simpler one is based on a smaller coset and closely resembles the gauge fixed Green-Schwarz action.
Introduction
For more than ten years there has been enormous progress in the understanding of both sides of the AdS/CFT conjecture due to the presence of integrable structures [1, 2] . Even after all the progress it is still not known how to obtain the physical spectrum and amplitudes at finite AdS radius.
In principle one could use perturbation theory at large radius using the pure spinor description for the superstring. Some partial results have been obtained for the massless spectrum [3, 4, 5] , but a complete dictionary between BPS states and the corresponding vertex operator is still missing. An attempt to describe a massive state was made in [6] , however some contributions were incorrectly ignored [7] . Although the pure spinor sigma model is classically integrable [8, 9] and some quantum aspects have been studied [10, 11] there are no techniques available to help computing the spectrum. It is possible that the formalism developed in [12] and applied in [13, 14] could be generalized to the case of AdS pure spinor string.
Before attacking the AdS case we could first look at the simpler BMN limit [15] . The GreenSchwarz superstring in this space was studied extensively [16, 17] and pure spinor string was studied in [18] and [19] . The approach of [19] was to use the background field expansion of the usual AdS 5 × S 5 pure spinor string around the BPS state with E = J. Although the resulting model was free and the full spectrum can be computed, the isometries of the plane wave background were not manifest in this approach and the BMN limit spontaneously breaks conformal invariance. The latter severely reduces its usefulness.
In this paper we will study vertex operators for the string defined in [18] . Although the sigma model is not as simple as the free gauge fixed Green-Schwarz version, its structure simplifies some computations. For example, it was proved in [18] that the beta function has only a vanishing one loop contribution. We will find an explicit construction for the unintegrated vertex operator using the isometries of the background. We then compute the integrated vertex operator using the standard BRST descent procedure. Although the final expression is not very illuminating, the plane wave background admits D9-branes and the open string version is simple and could lead to the construction of DDF-like operators [20] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review how to obtain the isometry algebra of the plane wave limit of AdS 5 × S 5 background as a contraction of the psu(2, 2|4) algebra. In Section 3 we describe the supergeometry of the plane wave background and compute the covariant derivatives and symmetry generators. The pure spinor description of the superstring in BMN limit of AdS 5 × S 5 is reviewed in Section 4. In Section 5 we construct the unintegrated vertex operator for all BPS states using part of the BRST charge and the isometries of the background. Finally in Section 6 we use the standard descent procedure to find the general form of the integrated vertex operator. The appendices contain conventions and some details left out from the body of the paper.
BMN limit of the psu(2, 2|4) algebra
The isometry algebra of the BMN limit [15] of AdS 5 × S 5 is obtained as a contraction of the psu(2, 2|4) algebra [21] , which can be understood geometrically as the Penrose limit of the original AdS space [22, 23] . The idea is to look for the isometries a massless particle with very high energy in AdS 5 and very high angular momentum in S 5 sees. Let us first look at the bosonic subalgebra generated by (M AB , M A , P A , T, M IJ , M I , P I , J) which is so(2, 4) ⊕ so (6) in an so(4) ⊕ so(4) basis. Their commutators can be found in the Appendix A. We chose a convention where the translations (P A , T, P I , J) are hermitian and the rotations (M AB , M A , M IJ , M I ) are anti-hermitian. Note that in the limit R → ∞ the algebra defined by these generators is iso(1, 4) ⊕ iso (5) . This is expected to be enhanced to the full iso(1, 9) since new conserved currents will appear as R → ∞.
Since the particle is massless the eigenvalues of E and J should be the same. So in order to have a generator the survives this limit we define E + = R(T + J).
(2.1)
Furthermore, since their sum will diverge we define
where R is the radius of AdS 5 and S 5 . Both of these generators will be well defined in the limit R → ∞. Now we invert these definitions
Boosts in the T and J directions M A and M I also have to be re-scaled
nowP A andP I are hermitian. The reason for this notation will become clear later; we will be able to organize the generators in representations of su(2|2) ⊕ su(2|2).
Using these definitions and the commutators in Appendix A, after taking the R → ∞ limit, the non-vanishing commutators are (besides the so(4) ⊕ so(4) algebra generated by M AB and M IJ , which is left unchanged):
We can see that the generators (P A ,P A , P I ,P I , E − ) form a Heisenberg algebra h(8) with central element E − and E + acts as an outer automorphism of the the algebra that commutes with so(4) ⊕ so(4). It should be stressed that the so(4) ⊕ so(4) algebra is not promoted to full so(8) in the limit R → ∞. The reason for this is the presence of the supercharges, which we will now describe.
We will first define new scalings for the supercharges (Q a , Qȧ,Q a ,Qȧ). We will try
With these definitions we obtain the expected supersymmetry algebra
with E − still playing the role of a central charge. Also note that (S a , Sȧ,S a ,Sȧ) are still so(4) ⊕ so(4) spinors and have the expected commutators with the generators (M AB , M IJ ). Furthermore, with (2.8) and taking the R → ∞ limit we obtain
14)
and finally we have that
where (σ i Π) always means (σ i ) aḃ Π˙bȧ and Π is symmetric, traceless and squares to identity. This concludes the contraction of the psu(2, 2|4) algebra.
Organizing in terms of
We can see that E + acts as a rotation operator for (P A , P I , Sȧ) × (P A ,P I ,Sȧ). Furthermore, the generators (M AB , M IJ ) also rotates this set. It turns out that the we can organize all generators in a Jordan structure [24] 
where l 0 is psu(2|2) ⊕ psu(2|2) ⊕ u(1) ⊕ R and is generated by {M AB , M IJ , S a ,S a , E + , E − }. We are using that so(4) ⊕ so(4) ≃ su(2) ⊕ su(2) ⊕ su(2) ⊕ su (2) . Before describing l + and l − we have to define the following combinations
that satisfy a super Heisenberg algebra h(8|8) with central element E − . The full Jordan decomposition is
It is straightforward to check that the relations (2.23) are satisfied.
Another interesting property of the contraction is that there exist a closed sub-algebra that has the same Z 4 decomposition of the original psu(2, 2|4). The decomposition is
The algebra generated by the operators above is h(8|8) ⋊ u(1) where the u(1) is generated by E + . Will see the the coset (H(8|8) ⋊ U (1))/(R 4 × R 4 ), where R 4 × R 4 is generated by {P A ,P I }, plays an important role.
Casimir of the contracted algebra and spectrum
The quadratic Casimir for the psu(2, 2|4) algebra written with the original generators is
In the limit R → ∞ we get the quadratic Casimir of the d = 10 super Poincaré algebra −T 2 + δ AB P A P B + J 2 + δ IJ P I P J . If we use the re-scalings defined before, we see that the surviving terms are 
. This is also related to the fact that the variables (θ a ,θ a ) that would be gauge fixed using kappa symmetry in the GS string.
and they all satisfy
where |Ψ is any state created acting with D † a (also with A † A and A † I ) on |E − . Later we will find an explicit description of these states in terms of unintegrated vertex operators.
Supergeometry
The supergeometry is defined in terms of the coset element g ∈ CP SU (2,2|4) (R 4 ⋊SO(4))×(R 4 ⋊SO (4)) . We will parametrize g with the product of two factors. One depending only on S a andS a and other with the remaining coset directions. The latter will be
Note that the generators in the second factor above almost form an abelian algebra, the only non-trivial commutator is between the supercharges. Then we have that
2)
The full current with g(x + , x − , x A , x I , θȧ,θȧ) will be
Because of the algebra, the expansion of the first term above stops in the terms quadratic in the fields
The first terms are the vielbein and last two terms are the connections. This parametrization is the one that gives the usual metric in pp-wave backgrounds. This is not completely true because we still have to include θ a andθ a . Since the algebra with the corresponding generators only involves E − , S a ,S a , M AB and M IJ we have that
where the differential forms (E a ,Ē a , Ω AB , Ω IJ ) are constrained by the Maurer-Cartan identity dJ + J ∧ J = 0. Since this sub-algebra is symmetric under the switch S a ↔S a we have thatĒ a 0 (θ,θ) = E a 0 (θ, θ) and Ω 0 (θ,θ) = Ω 0 (θ, θ). The Maurer-Cartan identities in components are
where f AB CD EF and f IJ KL M N are so(4) structure constants. The explicit expression of these forms can be found [16] , however we hopefully will not need them.
The have to full geometry we multiply the two coset factors as 11) and the full Maurer-Cartan current is
the expansion of the second term stops at quadratic order in (x A , x I , θȧ,θȧ).
The expansion is
where
16)
17)
18)
) 20 )
where we are using the following notations to have more compact expressions 25) and similar expressions.
The currents above define the whole supergeometry of the plane wave background. They define the frame fields dZ M E M
• , where • is any of the g 1 , g 2 or g 3 directions and connections
where • is any of the g 0 directions. The index M is a local coordinate index for the coset element g(Z M ). In our explicit parametrization this is identified with the • indices . The covariant derivatives are defined with the inverse of
For now we will restrict to the supergeometry of the coset (H(8|8) ⋊ U (1))/(R 4 × R 4 ). From (3.4) we can read off E M
• and Ω M • for this case and write the covariant derivatives after inverting the vielbein
where (∇ A ,∇ I ) are the generators of the boosts in the directions A and I. The (P A ,P I ) should be understood as acting on coset elements g by multiplication from the right. Therefore they are defined to satisfy
Furthermore, the isotropy generators do not act on the coordinates. This is because there is no linear variation of coordinates such that g −1 δg = v AP A + v IP I . It can be verified that the algebra of these covariant derivatives is the same as their corresponding generators but with an extra −i multiplying the structure constants. This is because, by definition, the covariant derivatives are differential operators such that when acting in the coset element g we have that
where T • is the corresponding algebra generator. Similarly, the isometry generators can also be represented as differential operators with the property that
The reason for the different hermiticity conventions is that usually one wants covariant derivatives that are anti-hermitian, but symmetry generators are usually hermitian. The expressions for the symmetry generators are
The operators (P A ,P I ) above are the same as the ones used in the covariant derivative, so it should be understood as acting on g from the right. This also means they commute with all the partial derivatives above. Using this we can check that
The origin of the additional minus sign is from the definition (3.33)
If we include dependence on the remaining odd directions there will be further contributions to all operators above. In particular we note that (p A ,p I ) will get contributions likē
Similarly, the operators (sȧ,sȧ) get the contributions
We will use these expressions later. It will also be important that the expression for the differential generator e + does not change in the full coset
4 Action, BRST and conformal invariance
In this section we will review the sigma model action for the pure spinor string in the plane wave background [18] and prove its invariance under the BRST-like transformations. As in the AdS 5 × S 5 case, the geometric part of the action is constructed using the Maurer-Cartan one-form J = g −1 dg, where g is a coset element. This one-form is expanded in the algebra elements as
The world-sheet action is
This action uses the following definitions. The fields (λ a , λȧ,λ a ,λȧ) are the pure spinor ghosts that satisfy
The fields (ω a , ωȧ,ω a ,ωȧ) are their conjugate momenta. The covariant derivatives arē
and analogous expressions for the left-moving connections. The reason for the asymmetry in the definitions of covariant derivatives is that after the contraction, only the spinor with dot type index transforms under boosts in the A and I directions. The new currents in the second line are
We can also define
Note that using all these definitions, the kinetic terms for the ghosts can be written as
Finally, S WZ is the Wess-Zumino term which is defined on a three-dimensional surface whose boundary is world-sheet of the string [25] and its most compact form is 12) where γ mαβ is the γ-matrix in ten dimensional notation. Unlike the AdS 5 × S 5 case, the WZ term cannot be written as an integral of a globally defined two-form for the plane wave background. Despite this fact, nevertheless, as usual expected for a Wess-Zumino term, any variation of S W Z can be written as an integral at the boundary. If a variation along the coset directions is parametrized by ǫ = g −1 δg, (4.12) transforms to
For the geometric part of the action, the BRST-like transformation for the coset element g is Qg = g(λ +λ) where λ = λ a S a + λȧSȧ andλ =λ aS a +λȧSȧ. The transformation of
Using the algebra from Section 2 we obtain
From the same calculation we also obtain the BRST-like transformations of the connections
It remains to define the transformations of the fields not defined by the geometry. The pure spinor ghost variables λ,λ are BRST invariant and the pure spinor antighosts transform as
The last fields are the supersymmetric momenta
The calculation of the BRST transformation of the action can be organized as follows. We first note that for the case of a BRST transformation the ǫ in (4.13) is given by λ a S a +λȧSȧ +λ aS a +λȧSȧ. In this case, it simplifies to
The strange anti-symmetrization in different type of indices should actually be read off as an antisymmetrization of the left-and right-moving currents. It turns out that if the constant k is equal to 1 the BRST transformation of It was argued in [18] that the action (4.2) is conformally invariant to all orders in perturbation theory. The argument goes as follows. Using the supergeometry defined in Section 3 we can calculate the explicit form of the action in terms of the parametrization for g. If we assign a positive charge to (θ a ,θ a ) and a negative charge to (d a ,d a ) we can separate the action in two parts. One part has positive charge and the other has zero charge. We will call this S-charge. This comes from the expansion of the Maurer-Cartan currents (J • , J • ). The part that has zero S-charge contains the kinetic term for (θ a , d a ,θ a ,d a ) , the ghosts and a coset sigma model generated by {E + , E − , P A , P I , Sȧ,Sȧ,P A ,P I }/{P A ,P I }. Because of the structure of the vertices in the coset sigma model and ghosts, the divergent part of the effective action of the zero S-charge part has only a one loop contribution, which vanishes. Since the zero R-charge part is tied to the positive charge part by the isometry transformations and that the propagator for (θ a , d a ,θ a ,d a ) conserves the S-charge, it follows that the whole action is conformally invariant to all loop orders. Only the full Maurer-Cartan current (J • , J • ) is invariant under all isometries. This drastic simplification comes from the fact there is no Ramond-Ramond flux coupling the fields (d a ,d a ) with the rest of the variables. In the following section we will argue that, at least for the massless sector, the physical spectrum can be found by looking at unintegrated vertex operators with zero S-charge.
Massless vertex operators
Vertex operators in string theory comes in two flavors, unintegrated and integrated. They describe the same spectrum and both are need to compute observables. In the pure spinor formalism they are related by a chain of equations [26] that follows from the BRST-like symmetry of the theory. The integrated vertex are interpreted as deformations of the action.
The unintegrated vertex operators are space-time scalars with conformal vanishing world-sheet conformal dimension. For massless states this means they are constructed with world-sheet scalars and its anomalous dimension has to vanish. Their general form is U λ a ,λ a , λȧ,λȧ, g(Z M ) . The cohomology defined by the BRST-like transformations implies that at ghost number zero the only physical operator is the identity. At ghost number one, the cohomology is found to be related to the conserved currents corresponding to the space-time global symmetries [27] . The massless spectrum is in the ghost number two cohomology. Using the so(4) ⊕ so(4) notation we write
The physical state conditions comes from the condition that U λ a ,λ a , λȧ,λȧ, g(Z M ) is invariant under the BRST-like transformations. Since the ghosts are invariant, the only contribution comes from the coset element δg = g(λ a S a + λȧSȧ +λ aS a +λȧSȧ). For a general function of g, we have that
where (∇ a , ∇ȧ,∇ a ,∇ȧ) are the covariant derivatives defined in Section 3.
As in the case of the action, we can expand a general function f (g) of the coset in S-charge powers
3)
The term with zero S-charge is a function of only the smaller coset (H(8|8) ⋊ U (1))/(R 4 × R 4 ). We will denote an element of the this coset by g 0 . So we have that
If the function is a space-time scalar it must be invariant under all isometries, in particular it must be invariant under the isometries generated by (p A ,p I )
where Λ is a finite isometry transformation. From the algebra we can see that, for example, the isometry transformations along the directions {p A ,p I } raise the S-charge. It follows from (3.44) that
The consequence of this is that all different S-charge powers of f (g) are tied together by global isometry invariance. This is very similar to the argument used to prove conformal invariance of the full action once the vanishing S-charge part was found to be finite [18] . Therefore we will first find what is appropriate vertex operator starting with functions of the smaller coset f (g 0 ).
Imposing that U must be invariant under all isometries is too strong. For example, in flat space, if we demand that a vertex operator is invariant under all translations its momentum should vanish. For the coset, the only possible invariant combinations that are invariant under all isometries are the differentials g −1 dg and finite differences g −1 1 g 2 . Later in this section we will discuss what are the appropriate conditions to impose on U such that we find its full superspace form.
Suppose we can find a single vertex operator U (x − , x + , x A , x I , θȧ,θȧ, λ,λ) corresponding to a scalar that satisfy QU = 0 and that depends only on a scalar polarization that are invariant under some of the isometries. If such operator exists we can construct the full U order by order in (θ a ,θ a ). It is crucial that the generators (P A ,P I ) inside the differential form of the isometry generators act only on the ghosts and polarizations.
We will now construct a scalar vertex operator. First we start with an ansatz that depends only on (x − , θȧ,θȧ). The general form of the vertex operator will be
Two of the equations that come from BRST invariance are
If ∇ − U (x − , θȧ,θȧ, λ,λ) = 0, the case where this vanishes will be seen later, these equations can be solved as
but these can be canceled by a gauge transformation for the vertex. Since the component Uȧ˙b is related with the ones above by the (P A ,P I ) isotropies, it will also vanish. Only (λ a ,λ a ) are invariant under these isotropies. The remaining equations are
These equations can be solved with two known superspace functions f a (E − , θȧ, η A , η I , η a ) and f a (E − ,θȧ,η A ,η I ,η a ) that satisfy
that depend on the set of polarizations (η A , η I , η a ,η A ,η I ,η a ). Their explicit expressions can be found in [28, 20, 29] . Up to now our ansatz for the unintegrated vertex operator is
It should be noted that x − is not a periodic variable so E − can have any real value. The functions (f a ,f a ) are singular in the limit E − → 0. However, in the plane wave background we can construct a scalar superfield that is well defined in this limit
(5.14)
In the limit E − → 0 the superfield reduces to
The scalar Φ is the field that changes the background value of the Ramond-Ramond flux by a constant amount [30, 31] . However for E − = 0 it is not a scalar since it depends on the polarizations inside the functions (f a ,f a ). In order to have a scalar we will set
This initial ansatz for the unintegrated vertex operator is then
In the expression above we have set φ = 1. We will include it explicitly when discussing the construction of the massless spectrum.
The next step is to introduce dependence on the remaining bosonic coordinates. Since we are working with the smaller coset we are missing the constraints imposed by λ a ∇ a +λ a∇ a . In particular, the full Virasoro constraint cannot be obtained if this part of the BRST transformation is not included. We will take another route and impose that the vertex operator is killed by the Casimir operator C 2 (2.30) in differential form. The consequence is that one effectively imposes L 0 +L 0 = 0 on the state. This can be done using the covariant derivatives or the symmetry generators. The quadratic Casimir evaluated with both set of operators differ by a minus sign due to the different hermiticity convention
Since the vertex operators are invariant under isotropy transformations we drop (P A ,P I ). Notice that the quadratic Casimir can be written as
We will be able make the identification
if U satisfy the vacuum conditions described in section 2.2. However, in order to have a normalizable state, the choice of creation and annihilation operators depend on the sign of E − . The complex linear combinations inside C 2 are precisely the ones that appear in
where we are dropping dependence on (P A ,P I ) and, when acting on U 0 , ∂ − can be identified with iE − . The operators above exactly like the creation-annihilation operators of harmonic oscillators. So we add the dependence on the bosonic coordinates as the wave function of the ground state of an harmonic oscillator. This is not surprising since in the light-cone GS description of the superstring the bosonic directions are massive world-sheet fields.
From now on we will assume E − is positive. This means U will be normalizable if it is annihilated by
(5.25)
Up to now the unintegrated vertex operator is 26) where
To get the final constraint on superspace and fix the x + dependence we need to define the Clifford vacuum, as discussed in detail in [17] . First we write the quadratic Casimir as
If we choose the vertex operator U to be annihilated by sȧ − iΠȧ˙bs˙b its e + eigenvalue will be 0. This choice is the same from the one made in Section 2.2. We can study this condition using a chiral basis. First we define
Next we define a chiral variablẽ
The complex combinations of the zero and one S-charge supersymmetry generators (sȧ,sȧ) also have simple expressions in terms of (x − , κȧ,κȧ)
The condition on U can be written in terms of supersymmetry generators as
If we restrict to the zero S-charge part of sȧ − iΠȧ˙bs˙b there would be no solution to this condition that is compatible with BRST invariance. However, if we include the higher (θ a ,θ a ) contributions in (3.48) and (3.49) we can solve iteratively in powers of (θ a ,θ a ).
Using all the expressions above, we can see that the vertex operator satisfying the BPS condition (5.32) is
and (U
a ,Ū
Note that U final has a well defined e + charge because of (3.50) and (5.24).
The super partners of U can organized using a complex supersymmetry generator
and acting withqȧ on U final we generate the whole massless spectrum as described in 4. The spectrum is then
The set of polarizations {φ, φȧ, φȧ˙b, φȧ˙bċ, φȧ˙bċḋ,φȧ˙bċ,φȧ˙b,φȧ,φ} describe the 256 supergravity states. Notice that φȧ˙bċḋ is self-dual. The vertex operator U final (x − , x + , x A , x I , θȧ,θȧ, λ a ,λ a ) is the generating operator for whole massless spectrum. The value of E + can be raised further using the bosonic creation operators. This will add extra dependence on the bosonic coordinates in the form of Hermite polynomials.
Integrated vertex operator
We will start this section with the most general unintegrated vertex operator U = λ αλβ A αβ satisfying QU = 0 which implies
The invariance implied by δU = QΛ gives
where the gauge parameters satisfy
In our case, we use light-cone coordinates. It turns out that the physical degrees of freedom in U are in A ab , then the other components have to be gauge fixed using (6.2). Let us check this. Consider the equation for Aȧγ
If there exist a solution of this equation of the form (6.2), then we can use this gauge symmetry to put Aȧγ to zero. Try Aȧγ = ∇ȧΛγ + ∇γΛȧ and find the gauge parameters that solve (6.4). We obtain
Using the values of torsion and (6.3)
The last anti-commutator is a curvature. It vanishes forγ =ċ. Forγ =c, it is proportional to
In summary, the equation (6.4) is satisfied by a gauge transformation expression. Then, Aȧγ can be gauge fixed to zero. Similarly, A γȧ can be put to zero.
In the gauge Aȧγ = A γȧ = 0, the unintegrated vertex operator is U = λ aλb A ab and the superfield A ab satisfies the equations
From here, the second fermionic covariant derivatives of A ab are constrained to satisfy
W˙b c ,
Note that W ab =W ab . The next group of equations come from performing the third fermionic covariant derivative of A ab . These equations depend on the field strengths
and they are
As in flat space, the integrated vertex operator V is obtained from the equations
Note that we can use the equations of motion derived from the action (4.2). The equations we need areJ
The W satisfying QW = ∂U is given by
where ϕ b is defined by (6.12) and
The BRST transformations are Qω a = d a , Qωȧ = dȧ and
Consider the BRST transformation of the first term in (6.12). It containsλ b ∇λ a A ab which is equal to ∇(λ b λ a A ab ) −λ b λ a ∇A ab = ∇U −λ b λ a ∇A ab . Here we are using the equations of motion (6.11) . Then
Here we used the equation of motion J a 3 = 0. It is easy to check that the terms with λ α J β 1 and are zero because the equations (6.7). The term with λ a Jȧ 3 mixes with terms with λ a dȧ, because the last equation in (6.11) , and the result is one of the equations in (6.9). The terms with λ α J 2 also vanish because the equations (6.8) . Similarly, the terms involving λ α d β also vanish. They factor the equations (6.9). Up to now, we are left with terms with ω α and terms quadratic inλ. They arē
The terms quadratic inλ will vanish because of the pure spinor conditionsλ aλa = σ i aḃλ aλḃ = 0 and the commutation relations [∇ A , ∇ B ] which are given by the torsion and curvature of the plane wave background. These kind of terms with J a 1 in (6.16) zero because of (6.7). There are two terms with J + , the first goes with
Similarly, the second term with J + and the terms with J i also vanish. The last term in the first line of (6.16) combines with the term involvingλ c in the last term of the third line of (6.16). They go with
Note that the last term will vanish in (6.19) because of (6.18) . Using the non-vanishing curvature component for the commutator are 21) but the last term vanishes in (6.19) becauseλ bλc σ i bċ σ i cḋ = 0. The first term here cancel the second term in (6.19) . Then, we have verified that (6.19) is zero. The terms with d α in (6.16) are also zero because (6.9) and pure spinor conditions. Up to this point we have terms with ω α , which arē
The terms involving λ α have the form N ab λ α ∇ α F abβ . Because of the pure spinor condition, this expression becomes proportional to the equation of motion for W α β (see section 4 of [31] ). That remains are quadratic inλ, the part with F had the formλ βλα∇ α F abβ . This expression combines with the first line in (6.22) to vanish (see again section 4 of [31] ). A similar calculation givesW, satisfying QW =∂U , given bȳ
whereN
A further simplification appears if we use the x-dependence of the superfields in the form
The integrated vertex V is computed, as in flat space, by satisfying (6.10). In order to write a shorter expression we use in some terms of V a ten-dimensional covariant notation with a vector index a = (+, −, i) and a spinor index α = (a,ȧ). The integrated is given by
where ϕ a is defined in (6.12) andφ a is defined in (6.23). The following is a summary of the results. After imposing (6.10), the non-zero components of A satisfies
The non-zero components of E satisfy
The non-zero components ofĒ satisfȳ
The non-zero components of Ω are
The non-zero components ofΩ arē
The non-zero components of P are
The non-zero components of C are
The non-zero components ofC arē
Finally, the non.zero components of R are 
B Open and flat
In this appendix we briefly review the construction of vertex operators in a light-cone gauge in a flat background [20, 29] . We first start with an open pure spinor string in a flat background. The BRST gauge symmetry helps to fix the component Aȧ of A α to zero. We use the frame in which the only non-vanishing component of the momentum is k + , that is, the dependence on the space-time coordinates of all superfields is e −2ik + X − . The equations coming form QU = 0, where U = λ a A a , are The integrated vertex operator is 5) where
Consider the closed string case. Using the BRST gauge symmetry, the unintegrated vertex operator is U = λ aλb A ab . The equations from QU = 0 imply that A ab is function of (X − , θȧ,θ˙ā) and it satisfies the equations The integrated vertex operator becomes 
